In this paper we discuss the Gaia hypothesis and the idea of sequential selection.
Introduction
The Gaia hypothesis postulates that life interacts with the Earth to form a self regulating system [1, 2, 3] . To date, most models of Gaia have focused on showing how communities of organisms can spontaneously generate favourable environmental conditions or maintain them in the face of external perturbation [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . There has been a particular focus on feedback mechanisms for maintaining temperature or chemical concentration within a particular habitable range, and several plausible ideas for how this might occur in practice have been proposed for example niche construction [12] and rein-control [13] .
Recently there has been much discussion in the literature about selection principles [14, 15, 16, 17] . Most of this work concerns, to use Dolittle's terminology [14] , selection by survival. Distinct from Darwinian selection, which requires reproduction, mutation and competition, selection by survival simply Based on this model we suggest that sequential selection in an evolving system with a reservoir of diversity implies that the system will move up an entropic hierarchy and in this way realise Gaia, by which we mean increasing habitability and positive effects of organisms on each other's environment (on average).
This means Gaia is not something unlikely which is realised by making many trials, instead Gaia is an attractor. We propose ecological/biological realisations of a diversity reservoir, namely the microbial seed bank 3.1, climate refugia 3.2 and lateral gene transfer 3.3. These are three mechanisms by which Gaia retains a 'memory' of genetic innovations and can enable recovery after large perturbations.
Ecology and Entropy
It is useful first to understand some of the language of statistical thermodynamics [20] . For many systems in nature their observed macro properties e.g. temperature, pH, volume are due to their micro properties e.g. the position, velocity and type of their constituent particles. Each macro-state can be realised by many possible micro-states while every micro-state corresponds to a particular macro-state.
From a Gaian perspective the macro-state is the global ecosystem, characterised by certain bulk properties like average temperature, oceanic salinity, amount of CO 2 in the atmosphere and the micro-state is the particular combination of organisms and geology that gives rise to it. Each possible configuration of individual organisms gives rise to a particular global environment, but each global environment can be realised by many different collections of organisms.
In statistical mechanics we typically have systems that move from one microstate to another via a random walk. The system will tend to be in the macrostate which is realised by the largest number of micro-states. The entropy of a macro-state is the log of the number of micro-states which can realise it, hence the entropy of a system increases with time, as the system moves towards the most probable micro-state.
The crucial difference between a system of particles, studied in statistical physics, and a system of evolving species is that the space of possible microstates (configuration-space) grows when the species can evolve. In a system of particles the system will move through configuration space and settle in the most probable macro-state, which we recognise as the system's equilibrium. When the species can evolve it is possible for new species to arise which can disrupt the equilibrium and reshape the configuration space. After the disruption, the system will find a new equilibrium which will not be the same as the last one. This is the idea of punctuated equilibrium [21] .
Tangled Nature Model
One of the original aims of the Tangled Nature Model [22] was to study punctuated equilibrium in a system of co-evolving entities. Recent work [19] has shown that a simple modification of the Tangled Nature Model which adds species-environment interactions can lead to Gaian systems. These "Tangled Gaia" ecosystems develop spontaneously to favour symbiotic inter-species interactions and symbiotic species-environment interactions. This is associated with increasing population, increasing species diversity, increasing stability and a positive effect of the average species on the shared environment.
The Tangled Nature Model (and its Gaian extension) can be thought of as an agent based version of the logistic model for multiple interacting species, see [19] . Given a random interaction network we observe an increase in population and species diversity with time, and in the coupled environment version, positive effects of species on each other's environments. Despite the simplicity and generality of the TNM we still observe Gaian effects. This suggests that, rather than specific feedback mechanisms (which are still vital for understanding how Gaia is realised in practice) some deeper principle is at work which underlies why a co-evolving system develops in a 'Gaian' way and why macroscopic measures like species diversity and total biomass increase over time.
As explained in [23] , the mechanisms driving the TNM's dynamics are entropic. In particular we refer to an entropic hierarchy. By this we mean there Another entropic hierarchy, a particle in a series of connected boxes. The particle represents the TNM state. In a small box there are few possible locations for the particle (low entropy) and it will quickly find an exit. In a larger box their are many possible locations (high entropy) so it will take longer to leave. Since small boxes are easier to escape, the particle is likely to be found on the right, though moving right takes longer and longer at each level.
is a sequence of levels, each of which can contain a number of micro-states. A micro-state in the TNM is a particular ecosystem. There are a greater number of possible micro-states at each level up the hierarchy. In the TNM, higher levels are associated with higher population, higher diversity and more stability. Figure 1 plots an example of these dynamics for a single TNM history as well as a physical analogue system of a particle in a series of connected boxes.
The species network which exists at any moment during the TNM's history is split into the core, a small number of abundant species and a cloud, a large number of rare species. Due to the dynamics of the TNM the cloud has very low reproduction rate and a very low impact on the environment or on other species.
To understand how the notion of an entropic hierarchy explains the dynamics of the TNM and leads to Gaian effects we need to consider the abrupt transitions between quasi-equilibrium states. These are due to partial or complete core rearrangements, usually triggered by parasite species (though occasionally a new species can appear that has strong symbiotic interactions with the extant core, and can thus be 'added in', though this gets progressively more unlikely).
After a parasite species has eliminated some or all members of the core, and its primary source of sustenance, there is a partial vacuum i.e. the carrying capacity of the system is not fully exploited by the extant species, so species which were previously starved of resources can reproduce and grow. In particular, members of the cloud can now access the resources they need in order to reproduce.
In the TNM this process is best understood as selection for species networks.
Essentially the group of species which together have the strongest symbiotic relationship will grow the fastest and are thus more likely to dominate the next quasi-equilibrium. Of course stochastic fluctuations and historical effects (e.g. a species which starts with a relatively large population) can lead to sub-optimal networks dominating, but the probabilities favour choosing the network with the largest mutual symbiotic interaction.
To demonstrate this, we work with the differential equation that approxi-mates the TNM, which was derived in [19] ,
where,
• N i is the population of species i.
• S is the number of different species.
• N = S i N i is the total population.
• J ij is the interspecies interaction network.
The inter-species interaction network, J ij , is constructed in the standard way Starting with S different species, a particular J ij and no mutation we evolve equation 1 until the total population, N , stops changing. We repeat this a number of times for each value of S and plot S versus the final equilibrium population N . The top panel of Figure 2 shows that N increases (roughly logarithmically) as a function of S.
What we are aiming to replicate here is the situation after a quake, when the carrying capacity of the system is not fully exploited by any particular species or group of species. The bottom panel of Figure 2 shows one particular realisation of the model. The network which ends up dominating and persisting tends to be the one which can grow fastest and monopolise the non-biological resources. This selection principle leads to increasing total population and, when mutation is active, increasing diversity. In the TNM increased population leads to increased resistance to "parasite" species (see [23] ) and hence greater stability.
When a disruption does happen, the number of possibilities from which to choose the next species network is larger, likely leading to an even more persistent and resilient state. This is how the TNM walks up the entropic hierarchy. The TNM as usually realised is a stochastic process, so the system will occasionally move backwards, but this network selection principle results in a tendency towards greater population, greater diversity and greater habitability.
Conditions for an Entropic Hierarchy
The Tangled Nature Model suggests the following conditions are necessary for an entropic hierarchy to be realised in an ecosystem:
1. Differential survival.
2. A generator of diversity.
3. A reservoir of diversity.
The third condition is of particular interest. There needs to be an ever increasing bank of different species which can perform different ecosystem functions. Then, when the opportunity arises, i.e. after a quake, the space of possibilities from 9 which the new equilibrium is selected is much larger. Strongly symbiotic species networks are preferentially selected, species networks without any inhibitors are likely to grow fastest and consume the available resources and dominate the quasi-equilibrium. Of course, in particular cases non-optimal networks can win out, this is a probabilistic trend.
Diversity Reservoirs

Seed Banks
The importance of seed banks for plant ecology is well known where seed banks help ecosystems recover from disturbances [25, 26] and maintain species richness [27] . Recent work has extended the concept from plants to a microbial seed bank, defined as 'a reservoir of dormant individuals that can potentially be resuscitated in the future under different environmental conditions' [28] .
The composition of the microbial seed bank is described by the rare biosphere concept: a large proportion of the taxa in any microbial sample are rare [40, 41, 42] . That is, there are many species represented by only a small number of individuals. In fact, there is a robust scaling-law between species abundance (number of individuals) and species richness (number of species), which predicts that the earth is home to around 10 12 different microbial species [42] . These rare taxa can be on a trajectory to local extinction, transient in the environment, dormant or even provide important ecosystem functions [43] . Despite their low proportional abundance, these conditionally rare taxa contribute to microbial community dynamics, particularly the community's response to perturbation [43, 44] The understanding of the spatial distribution of species in the microbial seed bank was historically summarised as "everything is everywhere, but the environment selects" [45] . This is based on the idea that microbial species are typically small and have high populations, and so are readily dispersed across the environment. The 'everything is everywhere' part is not strictly true [46] , however it is the case that the rate at which new species are encountered is very different for macro-organisms and micro-organisms, with the majority of micro-taxa discovered within a relatively small sampling area [47, 48, 28] i.e.
"everything is everywhere (or at least not too far away)".
This microbial seed bank is maintained by the mechanism of dormancy [29, 28] Viable cells ranging from thousands to millions of years old have been discovered in amber [33, 34] , lake sediment [35] , deep-sea sediment [36, 37] and ice cores [38] .
The extreme resilience of dormant cells has lead to speculation that microbes can remain viable in space [39] . Taken together these results imply that microorganisms can remain dormant but viable in extreme conditions over long, even geologically long, time periods.
Dormancy helps maintain many properties of the microbial seed bank [28] .
For example by repeated transitions in and out of the seed bank in response to environmental changes, dormancy helps maintain high levels of microbial diversity [29] . Dormancy reduces the probability of local extinction and increases colonization success (by allowing new species to wait for favourable conditions in their new environments) keeping the microbial seed bank closer to the 'everything is everywhere' ideal than would otherwise be possible. Dormancy also contributes to the stability of microbial communities and the regulation of ecosystem processes. Generally, the stability of ecosystem processes is attributed to high microbial diversity [49, 50, 51] . This is because high diversity leads to functional redundancy [52] , the ability of different species to fulfill the same roles in an ecosystem. Dormancy contributes to the maintenance of this redundancy by allowing species which would otherwise compete to co-exist, with one in a dormant state. If the competing species goes locally extinct the dormant species can re-emerge (e.g. in response to increased resource availability) and fill the same metabolic role as the previous species, maintaining stability in the ecosystem. Functional redundancy is also maintained by immigration, which, we have pointed, out is enhanced by the ability of microbial species to enter a dormant state.
From the Gaian perspective the microbial seed bank provides a biological mechanism for how high diversity can be maintained in the face of external perturbation. The ability of dormant microbes to survive in extreme environments and remain viable over very long periods is precisely what is needed to maintain or restart Gaian regulation after massive ecological shocks e.g. asteroid impacts or snowball earths [18] . The microbial seed bank is thus a useful reservoir of diversity.
Climate Refugia
The Earth's climate is not uniform. This simple fact means that species (microbes or more complex organisms) can retreat to more hospitable regions in the face of unfavourable climatic changes or advance into more hospitable regions as climate improves. Bennet and Provan [53] identify numerous types of refugia.
The classical refugia refer to small regions where species of flora [55] and fauna [56, 57] survived glaciations, though with greatly reduced numbers. After these glaciations species expanded their range again and this 'bottleneck' is visible in the genetic diversity of the present day population. Refugia reduce intra-species variation (though the situation is complex, with high intra-species diversity in former refugia and areas of admixture between re-expanding populations [58] ). Crucially for us, these refugia maintain ecosystem variation i.e. species diversity.
Cryptic refugia are favourable microclimates or low population densities in the inhospitable region, so that species do not go completely extinct in these areas [59] . This seems to be the case for European tree species during the last glaciation [61] . The fact that species do not totally vanish across their previous range has important consequences for evolutionary divergence and speciation [60] . Another significant way species move in response to unfavourable conditions to shift not only latitude, but also altitude [55, 58] .
Isolated local refugia are sometimes refereed to as microrefugia [62, 63] to distinguish e.g. the Iberian peninsula as a potential refugium during northern glaciation from e.g. a favourable micro-climate in a sheltered costal area. We can also have the inverse: what is hostile for one species may be ideal for another, so as one species expands from its refugium another may contract. For example we currently observe altitudinal migrations of species, some going uphill, some going down [64] .
Ashcroft [65] identifies that there is a somewhat loose definiton of refugia in the literature e.g. the distinction between micro and macro-refugia. However for our purposes it suffices to recognise that these pockets of diversity are suggested to have existed by palaeontological and biogeographic data [54] as well as genetic data [58] . For Gaia these refugia act as physical stores of genetic information and allow rapid re-expansion after large scale perturbations.
LGT and Genomic Space
Goldenfeld and Woese [66] refer to microbes as 'gene-swapping collectives'. This is in reference to the ubiquity of lateral gene transfer (LGT) between microbes [67] . According to this viewpoint we should not view microbes as distinct species with individual characteristics but as collectives that are swapping and discarding genetic material in response to environmental pressures.
LGT limits our ability to fight disease [68] but gives bacteria and archaea a tremendous ability to rapidly adapt to different environments.
Aminov [69] gives examples of LGT occuring in soils, aquatic ecosystems, animal guts and within biofilms. Interestingly the rate of LGT increases sub-13 stantially in response to stress, e.g. UV light [70] . Thus LGT is likely to be key in responding to perturbations of Gaia, as a means of enabling microbes to rapidly adapt to changing conditions.
LGT does not result in constant addition to the microbial genome. As microbes are under tremendous selection pressure they will rapidly lose non-functional genes [71] .
LGT is a mechanism by which adaptive mutations can rapidly spread. Given a large reservoir of genes with various metabolic functions, LGT can enable microbes to spread environmental adaptations once they are 'learned' by the system. In this way useful genes can be transferred between species, so that even if the originating species goes extinct its genes live on in the extant bacterial population, keeping the pool of useful genes higher than it would be otherwise.
Dormancy in the Tangled Nature Model
In the standard TNM the cloud fulfils the role of a diversity reservoir. However, investigating the effects of different sized diversity reservoirs in the standard formulation is difficult. This is because the mutation rate is constant, so that even if the total number of extant species is low there are always species nearby in genetic space which are 'accessible' and the reservoir size is difficult to control.
Here we simulate the TNM as standard, using a stochastic, agent-based approach [22] . We set the mutation rate to zero. In this version we start with 500 individuals of different species and diversity is generated by adding an agent of a new species the the system at each generation. We modify the death process of the standard TNM so that whenever a species' population drops to one individual the death rate changes from p k = 0.1 to p kd . This is meant to simulate dormancy in a very simple way -if a species' population is low, implying conditions for it are not optimal, dormancy is represented by switching to a state with a reduced death rate. Otherwise the TNM is simulated as usual, see section 4 for more details. Gaian the TNM is depends on the size of the diversity reservoir.
As the TNM has a finite carrying capacity (which could be thought of as physical space) and the dormant species still affect this carrying capacity for sufficiently low p kd (∼ 0.005) the trend reverses. This is likely to be less of an issue in practice as dormant microbes consume much less of the system's resources (e.g. inorganic chemicals) but could potentially be an issue in spatially constrained environments (e.g. tidal pools, lake surfaces, in vitro experiments).
Gaia as an Entropic Hierarchy
The TNM is a simplified model, but very general. In [19] it was shown that taking a model of resource limited population growth (the Logistic model) and extending it to multiple species in the most general way leads to, essentially, the TNM in the lowest order of approximation. This implies that TNM-like dynamics might be present across a wide array of systems.
In this paper we argue that a plausible story of Gaia is that the Earth system is walking up an entropic hierarchy. In this walk there are crucial moments where the system can step up or down a level. These often correspond to mass extinctions, either intrinsically or extrinsically caused. The depth of the diversity reservoir i.e. how many different species survive the catastrophe, is crucial to determine the later make up and stability of the system.
Seed banks and refugia provide a plausible biological mechanism for storing species diversity, while LGT provides a mechanism where even individual genes can be stored. High levels of ambient diversity allow recovery after major quakes and higher diversity makes it easier for persistence enhancing feedback loops to arise. Persistence decreasing feedback loops would inevitably cause another collapse and reset the system, giving us another trial -this is sequential selection.
The key difference between entropic hierarchies and pure sequential selection is that reservoirs of diversity allow cumulative growth. In an entropic hierarchy we move up or down one step rather than crashing all the way back down 16 after every quake. The repeated processes of expansion and contraction leads to increasing populations and hence to increasing diversity via mutation. This in turn leads to a bigger reservoir of diversity so that after the next collapse there are even more choices and the possibility of an even more habitable system being chosen.
We believe this model -sequential selection combined with 'memory' can provide a plausible explanation for why Gaia is observed on Earth and why Earth's history has unfolded as it has -where useful innovations seem to have seldom been lost (as they would be in pure sequential selection) but rather built upon e.g. photosynthesis required the earlier evolution of at least two types of anoxygenic photosynthesis reaction centres and pigment synthesis pathways [72] . These innovations then provide the means to realise the bio-geophysical feedback loops by which Gaia maintains herself.
Materials and Methods
The Tangled Nature Model is a model of co-evolving agents. Each agent is specified by a binary genome of length L = 20 and agents with the same genome are said to be members of the same species, i. The number of agents of species i is denoted N i and the total number of agents is denoted N . The basic loop in the TNM is
• Choose an agent and allow it to reproduce with probability p of f . Reproduction is asexual with constant mutation probability per bit p m = 0.01.
• Choose an agent and kill it with probability p k = 0.1.
We compute p of f for an agent of species i according to
We choose µ = 0.1. J ij is constructed as described in section 2.1. We show TNM results measured in 'generations'. The length of a generation is l = N p k , l iterations of the basic birth/death loop count as one generation. After this l is recomputed. More detail on TNM simulations can be found in [24] .
To solve the differential equation 1 and produce Figure 2 
